
Linking on the World Wide Web

Q1 May my library’s web page freely link to others?

Q2 What is deep-linking?

Q3 May my library’s web page include “deep links”?

Q4 How do I know if I need permission to deep-link?

Q5 Our library does not use robots, but rather people to find the deep links.
Is that legal?

Q6 How will my nonprofit library be treated if it engages in the practice of
deep-linking?

Q7 What are the consequences of deep-linking without permission?

Q8 What legal concerns should I consider if my library’s web page uses
frames?

Q9 Are there other legal concerns about linking?

Q10 Does my library’s nonprofit status shield it from liability?

Trademarks

Q11 When does a library need to be concerned with trademark law in design-
ing the library’s web page?
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Q12 Briefly, what are some of the underlying principles of trademark law?

Q13 What is trademark infringement?

Q14 What is trademark dilution?

Hypothetical Library Cases

“James Dean” and “Barney” Cases

“McRead” Promotion

Q15 If my library uses someone’s trademark, either inadvertently or deliberately,
is it on better footing in a dilution lawsuit if its use is noncommercial?

Q16 Does a library have a First Amendment right to comment or criticism
using someone else’s trademark?

Q17 When is a library’s use of a trademark considered “fair use”?

Hypothetical Case: Library Puts PBS Logo 
on Its Website as a Link

Fair Use Defense

Trademarks in Metatags

Q18 Will a library ever want to use trademarked phrases in its metatags?

Q19 What would be an acceptable use of a trademark metatag by a library?

Trademarks in Library Domain Names

Q20 A Public Library has a registered domain name with the acronym “APL”
in it. What happens if “APL” is a trademark belonging to someone else?

Rights of Privacy and Publicity

Q21 May the library put pictures of patrons on its web page?

Copyright and the Library Website: Liability for Direct,
Contributory, and Vicarious Infringement

Q22 How might a library be liable for copyright infringement on the Web?

Direct Infringement on the Web

Q23 Our library put up a web page some time ago. Do we need to worry that
someone is going to come after us for copyright infringement?
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Q24 What if my library created its own web page, but borrowed ideas and
facts from other web pages?

Q25 What if my library copied some of another website’s content?

Q26 Can my library’s web page always link to other websites?

Q27 Can I use graphics from another site if I don’t copy them, but merely link
to them?

Q28 What about regular links, that is, hyperlinks (HREFs)? My page has a
long list of links.

Q29 Can my library provide its own indexes to materials on the Web, such as
a thumbnail-image index to pictures that are on the Web?

Q30 Have libraries ever been held accountable for direct copyright infringe-
ment?

Contributory and Vicarious Infringement

Q31 Can a library be liable if its web page links to infringing material?

Innocent Linking

Contributory Infringement: Linking to Sources Known to Contain In-
fringing Material

Q32 How does a library or educational institution know if the other site is
infringing someone’s copyright?

Q33 Would a library that encouraged patrons to download music or video
with Napster or similar technology be liable as a contributory infringer?

Q34 What would be the result if a library site contained links to a site that
shows patrons how to decode encrypted copyrighted material?

Q35 What should libraries know about copyright infringement when linking
to sites in other countries?

Vicarious Infringement

Q36 Is the library itself legally responsible if the library’s webmaster or other
technical employee is actually the person writing the web page, posting,
or framing copyrighted materials without permission?

Q37 What if the library doesn’t know that its webmaster is infringing copy-
right—can it still be held vicariously liable?

Q38 If the webmaster is an independent contractor, can the library still be
held liable for copyright infringement?

Q39 If the library patrons are using library equipment to create websites that
infringe copyright, can the library be liable?
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Liability for Republication of Defamatory Material 
on the Library Website

Q40 What does a library need to know about defamation?

Q41 But libraries are not responsible for removing all defamatory materials in
their collections, are they?

Q42 What about defamatory information located on a library’s website? Is a
library protected the same as it is in the print environment?

Q43 What if a library web page simply links to another site that contains
defamatory material? Can the library be held liable for defamation?

Q44 Could a library or educational institution linking to a site of defamatory
material be cast in the role of a republisher and thus be liable?

General Rules for Linking on the World Wide Web

Notes

This chapter discusses the use of websites in various library settings,
with a special emphasis on the noncommercial or nonprofit library,

such as a local public library, school, college, or university library, or those
of other philanthropic organizations. While the legal problems involving
library web spaces are many, the purpose here is to introduce the issues of
linking, posting, or framing in a web space that in turn can raise issues of
trespass, trademark, copyright, and defamation. Each area is dealt with in
turn, stressing how the application of recent case law may impact the
practices of organizations such as libraries in their use of information
available on the World Wide Web.

LINKING ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB

Q1 May my library’s web page freely link to others? 

If the link is nothing more than a simple cross-reference, copyright per-
mission is not usually required. There is no copyright violation, because
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by placing a link on your page, you are not actually copying another
website’s copyrighted expression, but merely its address.1 Further, one
court has found a First Amendment right of third parties to link to
another’s website without permission.2 The court found the right to link
superseded any commercial or proprietary right of website owners to
control access to their site. However, if the link implies an endorsement or
affiliation,3 other legal claims such as trademark and unfair competition
may arise. Some litigation trends suggest there may be a limited right to
control linking to commercial and to a lesser extent noncommercial sites,
particularly when links create a commercial advantage for one site at the
expense of another. An especially hot area for litigation involves the prac-
tice of “deep-linking.” In essence, there is no absolute right to link, and
much depends on the circumstances. Some web publishers will send a
cease and desist letter or commence litigation in order to curtail or modify
the linking practices of others to their site. A brief examination of a site’s
posted notices or licenses will help avoid these letters.

Q2 What is deep-linking?

Deep-linking is the practice of bypassing introductory home pages and
thereby bypassing a site’s own content and advertising. The practice of
deep-linking is commonly done to get right to the item of interest—a
service that libraries may be particularly adept at offering in the pursuit of
expedience and convenience for their patrons.

Q3 May my library’s web page include “deep links”?

Many commercial site owners believe it is within their prerogative to
restrict deep-linking.4 The legal basis for an unauthorized deep link is typ-
ically not rooted in copyright theory.5 Rather, it is usually based on some
other property right such as trespass6 or misappropriation.7 In fact, the
first significant case to deal with deep-linking focused on unfair competi-
tion laws. Ticketmaster sued Microsoft when Microsoft deep-linked to
“Seattle Sidewalks,” bypassing Ticketmaster’s top-level page and advertis-
ing.8 Microsoft settled the case by agreeing to link to Ticketmaster’s top-
level page. No legal precedent was set, but the cautious approach for
libraries is to be aware of bypassing top-level pages with advertising. 

The legal claim of “trespass” has become increasingly important as web
robots, crawlers, and spiders are used to access the content of other own-
ers’ websites. In an important legal case, “virtual trespass” was claimed
when Bidder’s Edge, Inc., used a software robot to gather information
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from the eBay site in contravention of eBay’s policy (stated on its website)
of not allowing such information collection.9 The court accepted eBay’s
characterization of the unauthorized access to its site as a trespass and
granted a preliminary injunction, stopping Bidder’s Edge’s practice.10 In
an extended discussion, the court negotiated the often difficult task of
applying real (physical) world legal concepts to virtual space:

[I]t is black letter law in California that an injunction is an appropriate
remedy for a continuing trespass to real property. [citation omitted] If
eBay were a brick and mortar auction house with limited seating capac-
ity, eBay would appear to be entitled to reserve those seats for potential
bidders, to refuse entrance to individuals (or robots) with no intention of
bidding on any of the items, and to seek preliminary injunctive relief
against non-customer trespassers eBay was physically unable to exclude.
The analytic difficulty is that a wrongdoer can commit an ongoing tres-
pass of a computer system that is more akin to the traditional notion of
a trespass to real property, than the traditional notion of a trespass to
chattels, because even though it is ongoing, it will probably never amount
to a conversion.11

The court concluded that under the circumstances, Bidder’s Edge’s on-
going violation of eBay’s fundamental property right to exclude others
from its computer system potentially caused sufficient irreparable harm
(the legal standard used when issuing a preliminary injunction) from
reduced system performance, system unavailability, or data losses.12

The case was settled in March 2001. As part of the settlement, Bidder’s
Edge paid eBay an undisclosed amount of money and dropped its appeal.13

Q4 How do I know if I need permission to deep-link?

In many instances, you can determine whether or not you have permission
to deep-link by reading the legal pages of the sites you are linking to. The
legal page may contain the terms and conditions of use the site owner may
require of its visitor, such as a “no deep link rule” without permission. For
example, the Ticketmaster site only forbade linking for commercial pur-
poses. On the other hand, the enforceability of the provisions on sites that
merely post terms and conditions of use, without any positive assent by
the site visitor or linking site such as a web-click mechanism, is yet to be
tested squarely in court. Two commentators go so far as to suggest that
linking of any kind is of concern only when it occurs for commercial pur-
poses.14 However, it should be observed that in the brick and mortar
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world, the argument that one’s use is noncommercial or nonprofit is a
weak defense to a charge of trespass on someone’s property; adapting the
rationale to cyberspace would likewise offer little help to the library. How-
ever, the sort of harm identified by the eBay court would typically not
result from the mere linking or deep-linking to a website by a library or a
number of libraries.

Q5 Our library does not use robots, but rather people to find 
the deep links. Is that legal? 

While it is not clear-cut, there is legal support for the argument that any
harm from deep-linking may be offset by a benefit to the linked-to site. In
a later case, Tickets.com deep-linked into Ticketmaster.15 This time, ref-
erencing the eBay decision, the court squarely faced the trespass issue, in
addition to copyright. The difference between the trespass issue in the
eBay litigation and the later Tickets.com case is that the Tickets.com court
found the elements of a physical harm and obstruction of basic function
lacking (known as “trespass to chattels”). Deep-linking into the Ticket-
master site was, in comparison to the number of hits to the Ticketmaster
site, “very small and there is no showing that the use interferes with the
regular business of TM [Ticketmaster]. If it did, an injunction might well
issue.”16

The court looked at the loss of advertising revenue as a harm but saw
as much potential benefit from the deep link as potential harm: 

While TM sees some detriment in T.Com’s operation (possibly in the loss
of advertising revenue), there is also a beneficial effect in the referral of
customers looking for tickets to TM events directly to TM. (In fact, other
companies, who presumably pay a fee, are allowed to refer customers
directly to the internal Web pages of TM, presumably leading to sale of
TM tickets despite hypothetical loss of advertising revenue by not going
through the TM home Web page.) Accordingly, while the trespass theory
has some merit, there is insufficient proof of its elements in this case to
justify a preliminary injunction. Further, there appears to be a lack of
irreparable injury (required for this theory).17

In a copyright case, discussed in a following section of this chapter, a
court in the Central District of California also ruled against a claim
regarding the loss of advertising space as a recoverable harm. There a
search engine enabled users to deep-link directly to the pages containing
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retrieved images, and thereby bypass the “front page” of the originating
website. As a result, these users would be less likely to view all of the
advertisements on the website or view the site’s entire promotional mes-
sage. Yet the court found “no evidence of any harm or adverse impact.”18

If these cases are any indication, most courts, given the proper evidence,
would conclude that a trespass has occurred if there is a finding of either
monetary harm (loss of advertising revenue resulting from the bypassed
pages) or a functional harm (systems usability) at least greater than the
benefit from increased site visits. In other words, the question for the
deep-linking site is whether the intended deep link would cause some eco-
nomic or functional harm to the site owner’s operation, since the site
owner must be able to demonstrate such harm to succeed at trial.

Q6 How will my nonprofit library be treated if it engages in the
practice of deep-linking?

It is difficult to predict how a commercial website owner might react to a
nonprofit library that bypasses several pages of advertising to its site,
advertising that arguably might attract (from the commercial site owner’s
perspective) the patron of the library. This is regardless of whether the
linking site—the library, museum, archive, or educational institution—is a
nonprofit organization itself. While one link from a library website would
not seem to rise to the level of the repeated deep-linking performed by the
Bidder’s Edge robots in the eBay case, either in terms of monetary harm
or functional harm, librarians need to be aware of the potential downside
to deep-linking practices.

The fact that the library that uses or “trespasses” the site is noncom-
mercial or nonprofit may also influence a court faced with a legal chal-
lenge from a website owner against a deep-linking library. But be wary of
using the nonprofit rationale as a pattern of practice. Many commercial
sites to which a library might deep-link may rely on the nonprofit market
of schools and libraries for the majority of their customers, such as a text-
book vendor’s website. Bypassing the advertising on these sites could hurt
the ability of these website owners to generate revenue from their client
base (the nonprofit school and library community) in the same way a com-
mercial site might rely on other commercial visitors or the consuming
public to visit and read the advertising on its site. Netiquette might also
suggest that if the site linked to by the library is a commercial site that the
linking party, the library patron, might legitimately patronize as a paying
customer, then permission to deep-link could be sought.
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Q7 What are the consequences of deep-linking without permission?

Most likely the offended site would contact the library and request the
library refrain from deep-linking. At this point the library could evaluate
whether it desired to continue the link and face a possible court challenge,
which might resolve in its favor or withdraw the deep link at that time.
Alternatively, it could negotiate a compromise such as adding or substi-
tuting a link to the site’s home page.

Q8 What legal concerns should I consider if my library’s web
page uses frames?

Unlike the links discussed earlier, which allow the patron to reach out to
another site, framing allows the use of “inline” links that pull in materials
from other sites. The patron need never leave the original site. The first
case to challenge the legality of framing reached a settlement agreement in
which the framer was permitted to retain conventional links subject to
revocation of fifteen days’ notice.19 The best practice is to get permission
when using inline links with frames.

As indicated in the preceding chapter, the court in Kelly v. Arriba Soft
Corp. concluded that the framing of photographs on another website was
not fair use and violated the copyright owner’s exclusive right of display.
So if a frame is a display, then the library should make sure that its use of
the framed contents is a fair use.20 What was different between the two
scenarios in Arriba—a thumbnail index of photographs (right of repro-
duction) is a fair use versus the framing of photographs (right of display),
which is not a fair use—was that the framing of copyrighted material was
not transformative, but a substitute for the original; furthermore, the
framing was likely to harm the market for the photographs; thus two
additional fair use factors favored the plaintiff copyright owner.

Q9 Are there other legal concerns about linking?

Yes. Patrons that use adaptive technology such as screen readers need sep-
arations between links such as text or punctuation. New legal guidelines
have been developed, and extensive discussion as to whom the guidelines
apply is provided in chapter 4, “Digital Library Resources and Patrons
with Disabilities.”

Q10 Does my library’s nonprofit status shield it from liability?

No. Regardless of which direction the law ultimately takes, the fact remains
that an institution that is deemed not-for-profit or has an “educational”
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purpose when it does in fact in-link does not mean that the institution may
ignore the developing precedent. Just as the nonprofit institution—be it a
library, museum, archive, school, college, or university—cannot freely
copy or display without limit from copyrighted materials simply because
it is nonprofit, that same institution cannot ignore the property rights, real
or virtual, of others. This position is underscored in situations where the
primary market for the protected work is a nonprofit one, educational, for
example.

The final lesson of Ticketmaster, eBay, and their progeny is that pro-
prietors of commercial sites often believe that it is within their prerogative
to control linking to their sites. The law is still developing, and libraries
should continue to monitor these developments. If noncommercial librar-
ies link to commercial sites or even to other noncommercial sites (i.e., sites
that are not-for-profit but still potentially partisan or in competition with
other nonprofit organizations), the most conservative course of action
would be to check the site’s legal page, link only to the site’s home page,
or seek permission for the deep link.21 Entering into a web link agreement
is another possibility.22 However, other concerns may arise; for example,
the appearance of a commercial product or service endorsement by the
nonprofit entity may be prohibited by the entity’s own bylaws. This type of
tacit or implied endorsement may run afoul of nonprofit institutional
restrictions as contained in the entity’s governing articles or bylaws.
Furthermore, a web link agreement raises its own complicating issues, e.g.,
review of contract or approval by institutional legal authority (general
counsel). In the alternative, in commercial settings, when an actual associ-
ation does in fact exist and it is not disclosed or the link is made in such a
way as to disguise the association, it may give rise to a claim of unfair com-
petition.23 It may be easier to just obtain a simple (written) permission to
deep-link to a commercial website, similar to the copyright permissions
routinely obtained for the use of copyrighted materials. A record of this
permission to link could be kept on file with the appropriate staff member. 

TRADEMARKS

Q11 When does a library need to be concerned with trademark
law in designing the library’s web page?

Trademark issues can arise if the library uses a logo, design, or other trade-
marked symbol or mark as a “hot” button to activate a link, to insert as
a metatag, or as part of a library’s domain name.
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